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Jeffrey D. King, President and CEO of I2M Associates, LLC., based in Seattle and Houston, 
announced today that the I2M Web Portal is approaching an important milestone of 3,000 
citations in its database of news items and reports on nuclear power, uranium exploration 
and mining, and associated environmental matters currently available on the Internet.  It is 
interactive, fully searchable, and a powerful tool. For what’s new over the past 30 days, see 
(here). For an Index of the subjects covered by the I2M Web Portal, see (here). 

The I2M Web Portal is made available free to I2M Clients (here), Associates (here), 
networked  geoscientists, the  graduates of the IET training program (here), and the 
general public worldwide with a focus on geoscientific topics of interest selected and edited 
by the management of I2M. For more about the workings of the Web Portal, see (here). 

Mr. King said that he uses the I2M Web Portal as an online file cabinet, especially when he 
is on trips in the U.S. and elsewhere in the World where ever the Internet is available, 
whether in London, Australia, or Cambodia or other I2M project locations. “When I need a 
project document, news item, or slide to illustrate or make a point at a meeting, I bring up 
the Web Portal on my laptop or iPad using an appropriate search term to locate the file in 
the Web Portal’s database. I then slide my iPad around the table for viewing.”   

“We have built the I2M Web Portal for our use when away from the office, but it also useful 
for associates, clients and the general public. Feel free to use it as a resource in your 
geoscience activities,” Mr. King said. 
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